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In “Pure Speed,” real-life player movement and tactics are accelerated in fast-paced online matches.
Players are able to make runs in the middle of the field, or near the touchlines, and play dynamically,
both individually and in coordinated plays. Players can make aggressive runs, with the lead foot, or

with an aerial through ball, and also play at full speed, making tackles, intercepting passes and
dribbling. The ball is still an important part of gameplay in “Pure Speed,” but in an online

environment, players can take the ball more aggressively, and keep the ball possession for longer.
“Physically Complete” is a new feature introduced in FIFA 22. This new feature will place players in

balanced and realistic positions. Players move with fluid, realistic, movement. Players can move
naturally, but can also employ various techniques to evade, dodge and move in ideal positions, and
to attack and defend. The new Physically Complete feature also includes a “Overtaking” mechanic.

Players can take the ball from an opponent while they are stationary. “Visual Reality” is a new
feature in FIFA 22, which simulates the weather conditions in a match. Players can see the ball or
tackle flying through the air in front of them. This allows for easier, more realistic shots and goal

kicks. The snow flurries and visibility issues that have appeared in real matches can now be seen in
FIFA 22, which will add realism to gameplay. More technical features in FIFA 22: Full Player

Trajectory Overrun: New dribble mechanic gives players a new way to control the ball with their feet.
In contrast to previous FIFA games, players can now dribble the ball without losing it. Players can
step, jump, turn, and change direction while dribbling. Players can dribble with their feet, or with

their head. The goal area is the primary space to use the new dribble mechanic. Dribbling with the
feet leaves the player in a vulnerable position. For example, if the player takes a step backwards, he
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will drop the ball. Dribbling with the head is the safest way to dribble the ball. The goal area can also
help players when dribbling. Players can change direction with the ball in order to get past

opponents and make scoring opportunities. The new dribble mechanic works best on small or
medium sized pitches. Total K

Features Key:

FIFA 22 debuts “HyperMotion Technology” and its use of real-life player data
Manage your dreams of becoming a Major League Soccer or European football legend by
controlling your club through a Player Career mode
More controls, more ways to play. FIFA 22 introduces Pro Stick and Pro Controller for PC
Exclusive the FIFA ‘Pitch Control’ and Pro Controller for PS4 Exclusive.
New ‘Football Stars’, like Toni & Nadal, Neymar and Lionel Messi can now be added to
Ultimate Teams just like FIFA 18′s Real Premier League and Pro Clubs.
Bring the sights and sounds of the World Cup to life. Breaking the rules, controversial play,
and goal celebrations have never been more immersive.
A new broadcast colouring mechanic delivers highly-detailed colour commentary in real-time
on the match live.
Over 20 of the most beautiful stadiums in the football world will bring crowds, venues and
atmospheres to life.
FIFA Ultimate Teams has reached over 400 Million players.
FIFA Ultimate Teams enjoys 60 Million active users a month.
The FIFA Football/Futsal World Cup is bigger and deeper with 50 KICK.
A brand-new FIFA Challenges Mode brings together online competition and on-field action to
create campaigns that are up to you. Players can chase their dream of winning the World
Cup, compete for individual glory, or take on friends.
Over 350 famed footballers from across the globe will make their debut on FIFA 22.
FIFA 22 introduces football stars such as Cristiano Ronaldo, Lionel Messi and Tim Howard to
the game.
FIFA Ultimate Team has reached over 300 Million players.
FIFA Ultimate Teams enjoys 60 Million active users a month.
A brand-new FIFA Challenges Mode brings together online competition and on-field action to
create campaigns that are up to you. Players can chase their dream of winning the World
Cup, compete for individual glory, or take on friends.
FIFA 22 introduces football stars such as Cristiano Ronaldo, 
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The FIFA series redefines the sport of football and brings to life the thrill and emotion of the
sport like no other game. Play any way you want. Be creative. Score insane goals. Match day,
pre-season, friendly, actual, online. Join over 150 million players worldwide. Whether it's on
or offline, your friends, EA SPORTS FIFA Ultimate Team™, clubs, or real-world teams, you're
never alone. Engage in weekly, season-long, and single-player campaigns that take you
closer than ever to international club football, the Champions League™, the World Cup™, and
other major international competitions. Features: • Ultimate Team™: Build your dream team
from more than 250 players available to you in-game and more to come. • Be the Coach:
Direct your superstars in-game, lead your club to glory, and guide your country to a FIFA
World Cup™. • Global Champions: Jump into any game and take on the world’s best club
teams in any matchday format. • Create-A-Club: Show off your flair as you build a brand new
team from scratch. • Major Improvements: Real-world clubs, leagues, and players are
improved bringing more depth and authenticity to the game than ever before. • Master
league systems: Approaching and surpassing your goals becomes easier than ever before. •
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More Realism: Pitch-side visuals are updated for more authentic ball control and passing. •
Player All-Stars: The All-Star Teams are back for the World Cup™ and beyond! • Real-World
Tactics: Playmaker plays, specialized roles, and managers are all back. • More Control: Player
movement is more responsive and on-ball controls are tighter. • More Stability: AI is more
intelligent and smarter. • More Realism: Deeper dribbling animations, more realistic ball
control, more multilingual crowd chants, new throw-ins and celebration animations, and
more. • Improved Player Talk: Improved player talk allows you to see and hear players that
you select interacting with their teammates, opponents, etc. in a more detailed manner. •
More Seasonal AI: Adapt to opposing managers and opponents, creating a smarter and more
tactical overall AI. • Your Club, Your Tactics: Play on your terms. Use any tactics that work
best for bc9d6d6daa
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Become the ultimate team builder and bring the excitement of The World’s Game directly to
your mobile. Build your ultimate team from over 400 legendary players from around the
world, with all your favourite footballers featured in a brand new Ultimate Team Draft mode,
which allows you to get up close and personal with the real stars of the game. FIFA Ultimate
Team – Draft Mode Ultimate Team Draft Mode – Mix and match your squad with 500+ players
from the past and present, including the likes of David Beckham, Paolo Maldini, Xavi, Wayne
Rooney, Ronaldo, Lionel Messi, Cristiano Ronaldo, Zinedine Zidane, Totti, Nesta, Andrea Pirlo,
Ronaldinho and many more. Create your ultimate soccer team using a variety of formats,
such as FIFA Ultimate Team Points (FUT Points), which will put your squad to the test with the
pinnacle of player performance based on your selected skill ratings, or alternatively, mix it up
and take on your friends by inviting them to join your Ultimate Team squad with you, or
going head-to-head against players in the FIFA Ultimate Team Leaderboard. FIFA Ultimate
Team – Squad Builder Squad Builder – Build your ideal team with over 400 players from
around the world, including the likes of Cristiano Ronaldo, Wayne Rooney, Xavi, Lionel Messi,
Ronaldinho, David Beckham, Thierry Henry and many more. Then build your team with over
10,000 customizable kits from 500 team kits, and more than 60,000 designs of players, staff
and exclusive player appearances. Customise your kits and assign all your talents to the
players of your choosing. Go head-to-head with your friends on the FUT leaderboards and
compete in the FIFA Ultimate Team World Cup, where you can face off against the world’s
best FIFA Ultimate Team players in a series of tough matches, win accolades and build your
global reputation as the ultimate FIFA Ultimate Team soccer player. FIFA Ultimate Team (FUT)
– My Player My Player – Your FIFA on the go. Keep your FIFA Ultimate Team experience
mobile with the new FUT My Player mode. It’s your football club right at your fingertips, no
matter where you are. With over a 100 players from your favorite football stars, plus the
ability to play up to 1,000 FUT matches a season with the FIFA My Player Challenge, you’ll
never be far from the action. FIFA

What's new in Fifa 22:

Revamped player models throughout the game, with
more detailed skin shading.
Sennheiser is now included as the official audio
partner.
Improved pitch and stadium visualisation.
Modes now have corresponding daily and seasonal
calendars that will appear throughout the game – and
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the calendar will alert you to when the next mode will
unlock.
Improved FIFA Ultimate Team experience – game
suggestions and daily events will be presented when
saving a draft.
New Minimalism design language for FIFA Interactive
Festival.
Impact Engine upgrade – players more dynamically
react to contact. Each face can also look more realistic
when delivering and receiving tackles.
Ball physics – the ball sits lower in the air and wobbles
more naturally when it gains or loses speed.
New commentary language options (Great, Gaelic,
French and Italian).
PC input & rumble support – the PC version supports
directional mouse but has been redesigned to bring
the controls in line with console input.
New Premier League Showcase feature – put your
skills to the test in one of the best-looking team in-
game videos.
Rotational camera – the camera rotates around the
pitch in 360-degrees to give you a bird’s eye view,
and a closer view to deliver a better viewing angle.
New broadcast panels for Matchday stats, team
lineups and player profiles.
Live Drafting – live drafting will give you insight of the
first round of your next draft.
New weight & lift system – now manage your players
abilities to bring your players closer to your weight &
fitness standards.
Live Leagues – all leagues are now live – in addition,
season classics can now be found and downloaded, as
well as weekly league draws.
New User Interface (UI) – simplified design with all key
features available directly from the main menu.
Improved anti-cheating system – makes “grinds” 
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FIFA is the world’s best-selling soccer videogame
series. For more than 25 years, it has become a
worldwide phenomenon, with more than 670 million
players in the world, and over 300 million in the U.S.
FIFA videogames have been played by people around
the world for more than two decades. Careers to Build
a Legacy The FIFA Career mode allows players to take
control of a club, and in the game’s most intricate
mode ever, complete a legendary journey to become
the best manager on the planet. New New Features
Before playing FIFA, you need to download the FIFA
mobile app. Everything you can do on the app is
available on the main FIFA game, making it easier for
you to have a more engaging experience. Get the app
on Google Play and the App Store. Real Player Motion
EA SPORTS has significantly enhanced the realism of
the fans, players and animations, and brought real
player motion to life. You will experience lifelike
movement, including the ability to move players
through the ball and accurately receive passes. Ball
physics are in place to make decisions more
meaningful, and new player movement controls brings
out the athleticism of your moves. Game-Changing
Control Now in 2D and a brand-new 3D engine, FIFA
introduces a new set of button controls that will allow
you to control all the actions on the pitch - create
attacking moves, play the ball, and much more. But
it’s not all about the buttons, as additional contextual
information will be displayed on the game screen,
including positioning indicators, defenders and
goalkeepers. With all the vital information presented
on the game screen, the new graphical engine allows
you to interact with the world on the pitch in a brand-
new way. FIFA 22 Features Choose your own path:
Choose the path that leads to greatness in the new
“Careers” mode. Create your own career from
manager all the way to owner. Become a manager:
Start as a manager and prove you can build a legacy
in the game’s definitive mode, in which you will build
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a team and lead them from obscurity to superstardom
on and off the pitch. See it Live: Player individuality is
more prominent than ever, thanks to the new Player
Moments system. Hear the roar of the crowd as the
ball is used to score, as well as the roar for your
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